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0. Executive Summary
The Statement of Reasons
0.1

This Statement of Reasons forms part of an application (“the Application”) by Keuper
Gas Storage Limited (“KGSL” or “the Applicant”) to the Secretary of State for Energy
and Climate Change under the Planning Act 2008 (“the Act”) for development
consent to construct and operate an Underground Gas Storage (“UGS”) facility with
above ground processing plant on and under land in the Holford Brinefield and
surrounding area, north of Middlewich, Cheshire, together with Associated
Development (“the Project”).

Compulsory Acquisition
0.2

The compulsory acquisition of land and rights over the Order Land are necessary to
enable the full construction, operation, maintenance and decommissioning of the
Project. Ten of the proposed solution mined Cavities will be constructed on land
owned by INOVYN Enterprises Limited (“IEL”). The Applicant has all the rights it
requires in respect of these 10 Cavities. The powers of compulsory acquisition relate
to the proposed 9 further Cavities, located in the south east of the Main
Development Area (see Land Plan Key, drawing reference 13-03-01/HOL/24/610,
Doc ref. 2.2.1).

0.3

KGSL’s approach to the acquisition of necessary land and rights required for the
Project has been informed by the Department of Communities and Local
Government document Guidance related to procedures for the compulsory
acquisition of land, dated September 2013, which requires that applicants seek to
acquire necessary land and rights by negotiation wherever practicable, and that
authority to acquire land compulsorily should only be sought as part of an order for
development consent if attempts to acquire by agreement fail.

0.4

Discussions and negotiations have been held between KGSL and the landowners of
the Order Land through pre-application non statutory and statutory consultations,
iii

and other communications including direct discussions with the landowners in
question, and their agents where appropriate. KGSL will continue to negotiate with
the landowners of the Order Land post submission of the Application.

It is,

regrettably, however, considered doubtful that KGSL will be in a position to acquire
the Order Land by negotiation and thus powers of compulsory acquisition are likely
to be required.
Statutory Requirements
0.5

Section 122(2) of the Act provides that an Order may include the authorisation of the
compulsory acquisition of land if that land:


Is required for the development to which the development consent
relates;



Is required to facilitate or is incidental to that development; or



Is replacement land which is to be given in exchange for the order
land under Section 131 or Section 132 (opens spaces, common land,
etc.).

0.6

Section 122(3) further requires that there is a compelling case in the public interest
justifying the inclusion of compulsory acquisition powers in the Order.

The Keuper Gas Storage Project
0.7

The Project includes the construction and operation of 19 underground Cavities, and
will be designed to store a working gas volume of approximately 500mcm (Million
Standard Cubic Metres) of natural gas. The Project’s import and export capability will
be up to 34mcm per day. The total gas stored on site, including ‘cushion’ gas (gas
permanently held within the Cavities until decommissioning), will be up to
approximately 800,000 tonnes.

0.8

The Project would significantly improve security of supply of gas to the UK’s national
supply network. It will accept gas from National Grid’s (“NG”) gas network, the
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National Transmission System (“NTS”) during periods of low demand and store it in
new Gas Storage Cavities in the southern part of the Holford Brinefield. During
periods of high gas demand, the gas will be withdrawn from storage, conditioned
and exported to the NTS. The Project will perform an important function in managing
UK variations in the gas supply / demand balance, to provide security of gas supply,
flexibility and reliability in the delivery of energy, and competitive prices for
consumers.
0.9

Two sets of infrastructure are required to create the Project. The first is an extension
(and, in part, upgrade) of IEL’s existing Brine and water infrastructure to provide the
necessary solution mining to create the 19 underground salt Cavities. The second
set of infrastructure, the gas infrastructure, is required to facilitate the storage and
transmission of gas to and from the Project and the NTS. Please see the Project
Overview (Doc ref. 8.1) for a detailed description of the Project.
Order Application Site

0.10

The Order limits comprise:


the Main Development Area of the Project, which includes the Gas
Storage Cavities, Gas Processing Plant, Gas Marshalling Compounds
and Solution Mining Compound;



the Lostock Works Area, which includes the installation of a new
pumping tank and surge vessel;



the Whitley Pumping Station Area, which includes the refurbishment
of an existing, but disused, pumping station; and



the Runcorn Site where a new section of Brine pipeline, including a
20m high pipebridge over the Weston Canal and outfall, will be
installed for the discharge of Brine into the Manchester Ship Canal.

0.11

The Main Development Area is within the Holford Brinefield in Cheshire,
approximately 3km due West of the M6 and approximately 3km North of Junction
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18. The Main Development Area is bounded to the West by the A530 (King Street)
and to the East by the B5081. The nearest village is Byley (SJ 721 694), 2.5km to the
East.
0.12

The majority of the Order limits, and approximately 68% of the Main Development
Area, is within the ownership and control of IEL and linked companies and the
necessary parts required for 10 Cavities at the Main Development Area are leased to
KGSL.

Land and Rights to be Compulsorily Acquired
0.13

This section should be read in conjunction with the Land Plans (Doc ref. 2.2.1 to 2.2.8)
and Book of Reference (Doc ref. 4.3). Reference to any “plot number” is a reference
to a plot identified in the Book of Reference. The Order Land is the area of land,
described in the Book of Reference (Doc ref. 4.3), in respect of which powers of
compulsory acquisition are sought. The Order Land is shown on the accompanying
Land Plans (numbered 13-03-01/HOL/24/611 – 617, Doc ref. 2.2.2 to 2.2.8).

0.14

The plots proposed to be permanently acquired are necessary to accommodate 9
Cavities below ground level (hatched pink on the Land Plans), together with
corresponding above ground Cavity wellhead compounds (solid pink on the Land
Plans).

0.15

The parts of the Order Land over which temporary and permanent rights (hatched
yellow and, in the case of Brownhayes Access Road only, shaded brown on the Land
Plans) are proposed to be acquired are:


land necessary to allow construction, maintenance and use
thereafter of access routes to the Cavity wellheads and, in the case
of Brownhayes Access Road, use thereafter for general Project
vehicle access, together with the rights to install and maintain
connecting water, Brine, nitrogen and gas pipework and services;
and
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land necessary to accommodate a wider temporary construction
corridor enveloping the above said Cavities / wellheads and the
Project’s proposed internal access road system, to allow installation
and maintenance of roads, drilling compounds and connecting
water, Brine, nitrogen and gas pipework and services.

0.16

The plots over which temporary and permanent rights are proposed to be acquired
(shown blue on the Land Plans) are necessary to allow rights to install and monitor
precise level points (see Project Overview, Doc ref. 8.1), allow rights to undertake
landscaping and ecological enhancement measures as required by the Project, and
to pass and re-pass for the purposes of undertaking environmental and other surveys
required by the Project.

0.17

The purpose of the proposed temporary and permanent compulsory acquisition of
land and rights is to enable the Applicant to construct, operate, maintain and
decommission the Project on and under the Order Land.

0.18

No land, nor any rights in land, belonging to statutory undertakers are proposed to
be compulsorily acquired for the Project.

0.19

The Statutory Undertaker’s Apparatus Plan (Doc ref. 2.8.33) shows the locations of
apparatus belonging to statutory undertakers within the Order limits. Article 28 of
the Order (Doc ref. 3.1) makes provision for the repositioning, renewal, alteration
and supplementation of such apparatus. The Works Numbers relating to the
repositioning of apparatus belonging to statutory undertakers are set out in
paragraph 6.12 of this Statement.

0.20

Plot numbers in respect of which rights enjoyed by statutory undertakers are
proposed to be extinguished are set out in paragraph 6.13 of this Statement. The
extinguishment of these rights is necessary for the purpose of carrying out the
Project, as the continuing existence of those rights is inconsistent with the Project’s
construction and ongoing operation. KGSL does not believe that any right enjoyed by
a statutory undertaker not referred to in paragraph 6.13 is inconsistent with the
construction and operation of the Project.
vii

Rights Subject to Extinguishment
0.21

Article 29 of the Order provides for the extinguishment of private rights over land
within the Order limits that is subject to compulsory acquisition. It is proposed to
extinguish private rights in respect of the plots set out in paragraph 6.35 of this
Statement. KGSL does not believe that any private rights other than those relating to
the plots listed in paragraph 6.35 are inconsistent with the construction and
operation of the Project.

Justification for the Use of Powers of Compulsory Acquisition
0.22

The Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1) (“EN-1”) and National
Policy Statement for Gas Supply Infrastructure and Gas and Oil Pipelines (EN-4) (“EN4”) set out the clear national need for more gas storage, accepting that there are
limitations as to where gas can be stored underground due to natural geological
constraints. The geological circumstances at the Cavity locations proposed for the
Project has been proven to be feasible for gas storage. The layout of the Cavities
ensures an efficient use of these strata. An economically viable UGS facility can only
be developed in a location where there are suitable salt strata, with suitable
locations for wellheads and Project infrastructure, and available services.

0.23

To deliver an UGS facility at the right scale to meet the national need and to
contribute positively to security of supply, it must be possible to construct the
Cavities within a feasible time period to deliver the benefit within economic
constraints. Existing Brine and water infrastructure, Brine demand and Brine
discharge capability is such that over approximately 6 years, 19 Cavities can be
solution mined for the storage of gas, which will deliver 400-500 mcm of working gas
storage. This gives a ratio of working gas volume to injection/delivery rate of 11-15,
typical of the gas storage industry and an excellent balance between the
acknowledged need to increase storage, and the need for the facility to be "medium
range" for economic viability. Without the Order Land the Project will not deliver
the volume of gas storage achievable in these strata to meet the national need. The
case for developing 19 cavities rather than 10 is set out in Appendix 2.
viii

0.24

The Order Land aligns with Project design and is the minimum land reasonably
required for the purposes of the Project. The Applicant has taken care to ensure the
Order Land is proportionate by having regard to reasonable alternatives, such as
design modifications. Due to the various constraints on Cavity location outlined in
paragraphs 7.78 – 7.86 of this Statement, there are no practical modifications that
can be made to the scheme that would allow all 19 Cavities to be delivered without
the acquisition of the Order Land.

0.25

There is a compelling case in the public interest for granting powers of compulsory
acquisition to KGSL. Among other public benefits, the Project will:


Improve the UK’s security of energy supply;



Help meet the UK’s accepted infrastructure policy need for
additional UGS facilities (see EN-1 and EN-4);



Be sustainable development, as defined in the National Planning
Policy Framework;



Be in full accord with local, regional and national planning policy;



Be supported by other material considerations including UK energy
and climate change policy;



Involve the sustainable extraction and use of rock salt;



Create local employment during construction, operation and
decommissioning;



Provide mitigation hedgerow and tree planting;



Provide an HGV routing development consent obligation agreed
with the relevant authority;



Provide a local liaison forum; and
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Provide (annually during construction) a community fund of
£30,000.

The European Convention on Human Rights
0.26

The European Convention on Human Rights (“the ECHR”), incorporated into UK
legislation by the Human Rights Act 1998, sets out provisions that aim to protect the
rights of individuals.

0.27

The Secretary of State, as a representative of a public body, is under a duty to
consider whether the exercise of its powers as a decision maker engage the rights
protected by the ECHR.

0.28

Article 1 of the First Protocol, Articles 6 and Article 8 are relevant to the Secretary of
State’s determination of KGSL’s request for powers of compulsory acquisition.

0.29

In seeking authorisation for compulsory acquisition KGSL have carefully considered
the balance to be struck between the interference of private rights and the wider
public benefits of the Project. To the extent that the ECHR articles are engaged and
infringed, KGSL submits that any infringement is lawful, proportionate and justified
in the public interest.

Conclusion
0.30

There is a compelling case in the public interest for the relevant interests in and rights
over the Order Land to be acquired compulsorily. The Applicant submits that the
following factors strongly support its case:


There is robust policy support for the Project at all levels;



The Project is ideally located from a geological point of view. UGS in
salt caverns is only possible in certain geological conditions, all of
which are present in the Holford Brinefield. Two other UGS facilities
located near to the Project have demonstrated that this location is
ideal for such purposes;
x



The environmental impact of the Project is minimised by the fact
that there is a ready market for the Brine produced by solution
mining and much of the infrastructure required for the Project is
already in place;



The Project has been designed to minimise the impact both on the
local community and on individual landowners. The Applicant seeks
to acquire only the minimum interests and rights reasonably
necessary for the Project.

0.31

While the Applicant will, of course, continue its attempts to acquire the necessary
interests and rights by agreement. It is likely, however, that powers of compulsory
acquisition will be required. For all of the reasons set out in this Statement, and
summarised above, the Applicant submits that there is a compelling case in the
public interest for such rights to be granted

xi
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1. Introduction
1.1

This Statement of Reasons relates to and forms part of an application (“the
Application”) for a Development Consent Order (“DCO” or “the Order”) for the
Keuper Underground Gas Storage (“UGS”) Project, Holford Brinefield, Cheshire
(“KGSP” or “the Project”) made to the Secretary of State for the Department of
Energy and Climate Change in accordance with the provisions of the Planning Act
2008 (“the Act”).

1.2

The Project is a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (“NSIP”) by virtue of:
1.2.1

Sections 14(1)(c) and 17(1) of the Act, as the Project requires the
carrying out of operations in England for the purpose of creating an
UGS facility with a working capacity of at least 43 Million Standard
Cubic Metres (“mcm”); and

1.2.2

Sections 14(1)(g) and 21(1) of the Act, as the Project requires the
provision of a system of pipes that form part of the Project and are
required to convey Brine, nitrogen and natural gas, are crosscountry pipelines that would, but for s.33 (1) of the Act, require
authorisation under s.1(1) of the Pipelines Act 1962 (being in
excess of 16.093 kilometres in total aggregate length), and begin,
and end, in England.

1.3

The Project includes the construction and operation of 19 underground Cavities. It
will be designed to store a working volume of approximately 500mcm of natural gas,
with an import and export capability of up to 34mcm per day. The total gas stored,
including ‘cushion’ gas (gas permanently held within the Cavities until
decommissioning) will be up to 800,000 tonnes.

1.4

The Applicant is a subsidiary of INEOS Enterprises Group Limited (“IEGL”), and a
related company to INOVYN Enterprises Limited (“IEL”). The relationship between
the various companies is shown in Figure 1.1, below, and explained further in the
Statement of Funding (Doc ref. 4.2). IEL is the freehold owner of a substantial part of
1

the land required for the carrying out of the Project and the surrounding Holford
Brinefield. The Applicant has a lease from IEL encompassing the majority of the land
comprising the Main Development Area for the Project. In addition, the Applicant
has entered into a commercial technical agreement with IEL for the supply of water,
offtake of Brine and other services.
Figure 1.1 – Promoter’s ownership and subsidiary structure

1.5

Where a word or phrase is capitalised in this document (other than a proper noun or
at the beginning of a sentence) a definition of it can be found in the Project Glossary
(Doc ref. 8.5).

1.6

The full extent of the infrastructure applied for in this Application is described in the
Project Overview (Doc ref. 8.1). See also Schedule 1 of the Order which itemises the
works required to carry out the Project submitted to the Secretary of State for
approval.
2

1.7

A full policy appraisal has been undertaken to identify and describe national and local
planning and energy policies relevant to the Project, and includes details of emerging
local planning policies. The policy appraisal concludes that the Project is in full accord
with adopted and emerging national and local planning and energy policies and that
other material considerations, including security of energy supply, weigh in favour of
the Project. For further details see the Policy Statement (Doc ref. 8.2) which
accompanies the Application.

1.8

A full environmental impact assessment has also been undertaken and the findings
have been objectively recorded in an Environmental Statement (“ES”) (Doc ref. 6.1 6.3) which accompanies the Application.

1.9

The compulsory acquisition of land and rights over the Order Land are necessary to
enable the full construction, operation, maintenance and decommissioning of the
Project. Ten of the proposed solution mined Cavities will be constructed on land
owned by IEL. The Applicant has all the rights it requires in respect of these 10
Cavities. The powers of compulsory acquisition relate to the proposed 9 further
Cavities, located in the south east of the Main Development Area (see Land Plan Key
drawing reference 13-03-01/HOL/24/610 (Doc ref. 2.2.1)).

1.10

The caverns in respect of which powers of compulsory purchase are required are
those with the following Works Numbers:


1K, 1M, 1N, 1P, 1Q, 1R, 1S (see Works Plan 13-03-01/HOL/24/506,
Doc ref. 2.3.7);


1.11

1T, 1U (see Works Plan 13-03-01/HOL/24/506, Doc ref. 2.3.7).

Land Plans 13-03-01/HOL/24/611, 13-03-01/HOL/24/612 and 13-03-01/HOL/24/613
(see Doc refs. 2.2.2 to 2.2.4) show Associated Development proposed at the Runcorn
Site, Whitley Pumping Station Area and Lostock Works Site respectively.

The

Applicant has secured all necessary legal interests and rights with the relevant
Owners of the sites proposed for Associated Development, the relevant Owners
being affiliated IEL/IEGL corporate entities. With specific reference to the Work
3

No.10 proposed at the Runcorn Site (See Works Plan 13-03-01/HOL/24/501, Doc ref.
2.3.2), the Applicant has also secured by negotiation the agreement of The
Manchester Ship Canal Company Limited and Peel Water Services Limited, to allow
the installation and maintenance of the Brine outfall pipeline. IEL has entered into
an agreement (an option agreement for a Licence) in respect of land owned by Canal
and River Trust (“CRT”) as Trustee of the ‘Waterways Infrastructure Trust’ to allow
IEL to enter into a licence to install and maintain the Brine pipeline across the Weston
Canal (Weaver Navigation) and along part of the Telford Wall.
1.12

The Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1) (“EN-1”) and National
Policy Statement for Gas Supply Infrastructure and Gas and Oil Pipelines (EN-4) (“EN4”) set out the clear national need for more gas storage accepting that there are
limitations as to where gas can be stored underground due to natural geological
constraints. The geological circumstances at the Cavity locations proposed for the
Project has been proven to be feasible for gas storage. The layout of the Cavities
ensures an efficient use of these strata. An economically viable UGS facility can only
be developed in a location where there are suitable salt strata, with suitable
locations for wellheads and Project infrastructure and available services.

1.13

The existing local national gas network and electrical supply infrastructure must be
able to support the Project without excessive works. NG and Scottish Power Energy
Networks (“SPEN”) have confirmed gas and electrical infrastructure connections may
be made at the Main Development Area with sufficient existing capacity to support
the proposed 34mcm/day Project without disruption to the existing networks, or
excessive works or cost.

The Applicant proposes to enter into further legal

agreements with NG and SPEN in respect of necessary construction and connection
of the proposed:


gas works:
Work No.13 – A gas pipeline between the NTS connection (Work
No.12) and the Gas Processing Plant (Work No.14) of up to 500m in
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length and 915mm external diameter laid via an open trench
construction not less than 1.2 metre below ground;


electrical works:
Work No.23A – A 33kV electrical supply cable routed overhead and
underground from the Scottish Power Energy Networks overhead
supply to the electrical compound (Work No.23);
Work No.25 – A 132kV to 33kV substation compound, from the
existing Scottish Power Energy Networks overhead pylon 132kV
power infrastructure. The compound will include switch/control
room, security fencing, lighting, a pylon, local transformers,
associated switchgear and power factor correction equipment to
supply the Gas Processing Plant (Work No.14);
Work No.26 – Two 33kV electrical supply cables routed (buried and
above ground) between the 132kV substation (Work No.25) and the
electrical substation associated with the Gas Processing Plant (Work
No.14);
Work No.27 – An overhead 11kV electrical supply cable to the
Whitley Booster Pump Station;
Work No.30 - Diversion of the 11kV overhead cable located to the
north of Work No. 2E with a length of up to 250m including
installation of two new poles;
Work No.31 – Diversion of the 33kV overhead cable located to the
west of Work No.2F with a length of up to 500m, including
installation of three new poles;
Work No.32 – Diversion of the 11kV overhead cable located to the
east of Work No. 2H with a length of up to 180m, including
installation of two new poles;
5

Work No.33 – Diversion of the 33kV overhead cable located to the
east of Work No.2J with a length of up to 515m, including installation
of five new poles; and
Work No.34 – Diversion of the 33kV overhead cable located to the
west of Work No.2P with a length of up to 250m, including
installation of four new poles.

1.14

To deliver an UGS facility at the right scale to meet the national need and to
contribute positively to security of supply, it must be possible to construct the
Cavities within a feasible time period to deliver the benefit within economic
constraints. Existing Brine and water infrastructure, Brine demand and Brine
discharge capability is such that over approximately 6 years 19 Cavities can be
solution mined for the storage of gas which will deliver 400-500 mcm of working gas
storage. This gives a ratio of working gas volume to injection/delivery rate of 11-15,
typical of the gas storage industry and an excellent balance between the
acknowledged need to increase storage, with the need for the facility to be "medium
range" for economic viability. Without the Order Land the Project will not deliver
the volume of gas storage achievable in these strata to meet the national need.

1.15

KGSL’s approach to the acquisition of necessary land and rights required for the
Project has been informed by the Department of Communities and Local
Government document Guidance related to procedures for the compulsory
acquisition of land, dated September 2013, which requires that applicants seek to
acquire necessary land and rights by negotiation wherever practicable, and that
authority to acquire land compulsorily should only be sought as part of an order for
development consent if attempts to acquire by agreement fail.

1.16

Discussions and negotiations have been held between KGSL and the landowners of
the Order Land through pre-application non statutory and statutory consultations,
and other communications including direct discussions with the landowners in
question, and their agents where appropriate. The Applicant has proposed land
option agreements for the land required which include payments for the land
6

occupied as well as business loss, crop loss and general disturbance elements. Where
possible and practical, KGSL has adjusted the location and / or orientation of
proposed infrastructure to accommodate the wishes of the landowners to minimise
potential impacts. KGSL will continue to negotiate with the landowners of the Order
Land post submission of the Application. Regrettably, however, it is considered
doubtful that KGSL will be in a position to acquire the Order Land by negotiation and
thus powers of compulsory acquisition likely to be required.
1.17

KGSL has leased from its parent and affiliated IEL/IEGL companies the majority of the
land required for the Project.

1.18

The Order Land aligns with Project design and is the minimum land reasonably
required for the purposes of the Project. The Applicant has taken care to ensure the
Order Land is proportionate by having regard to reasonable alternatives, such as
design modifications.

1.19

There is a compelling case in the public interest for granting powers of compulsory
acquisition to KGSL. Among other public benefits, the Project will:


Improve the UK’s security of energy supply;



Help meet the UK’s accepted infrastructure policy need for
additional UGS facilities (see National Policy Statement (“NPS”) EN1 and NPS EN-4);



Be sustainable development, as defined in the National Planning
Policy Framework;



Be in full accord with local, regional and national planning policy;



Be supported by other material considerations including UK energy
and climate change policy;



Involve the sustainable extraction and use of rock salt;
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Create local employment during construction, operation and
decommissioning;



Provide mitigation hedgerow and tree planting;



Provide an HGV routing development consent obligation agreed
with the relevant authority;



Provide a local liaison forum; and



Provide (annually during construction) a community fund of
£30,000.

1.20

The Application incorporates a request for the Secretary of State for the grant of
powers of compulsory acquisition pursuant to s. 122 of the Act.

8

2. Legislation and Guidance
2.1

This section outlines the relevant provisions of the Act relating to the inclusion of
powers of compulsory acquisition within an application for development consent.

Purpose of the Statement of Reasons
2.2

Regulation 5(2)(h) of The Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and
Procedure) Regulations 2009 requires KGSL to submit a Statement of Reasons as part
of its application for development consent. This Statement of Reasons explains why
the powers of compulsory acquisition sought in the Order are necessary and why
there is a compelling case in the public interest to grant those powers.

2.3

The guidance provides advice on the content of the Statement of Reasons and this
Statement has been prepared with full cognisance of that advice.

2.4

KGSL has endeavoured to ensure that this Statement contains sufficient information
to enable the reasons for seeking compulsory acquisition powers to be fully
understood, while reducing repetition. Where further information on a particular
topic can be found in other documents submitted with the Application this is noted
in the relevant text.

Statutory Requirements
2.5

Section 122(2) of the Act provides that an Order may include the authorisation of the
compulsory acquisition of land if that land:


Is required for the development to which the development consent
relates;



Is required to facilitate or is incidental to that development; or



Is replacement land which is to be given in exchange for the Order
Land under Section 131 or Section 132 (opens spaces, common land,
etc.).
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2.6

Section 122(3) further requires that there is a compelling case in the public interest
justifying the inclusion of compulsory acquisition powers in the Order.

2.7

In addition, Section 123 provides as follows:
(1) An order granting development consent may include provision
authorising the compulsory acquisition of land only if the Secretary
of State is satisfied that one of the conditions in subsections (2) to
(4) is met.
(2) The condition is that the Application for the order included a
request for compulsory acquisition of the land to be authorised.
(3) The condition is that all persons with an interest in the land
consent to the inclusion of the provision.
(4) The condition is that the prescribed procedure has been followed
in relation to the land.

2.8

By Section 120(3), the Order “may make provision relating to, or to matters ancillary
to, the development for which consent is granted.” This includes the matters listed in
Part 1 of Schedule 5 of the Act. Of particular relevance to the Project are the
following:


the acquisition of land, compulsorily or by agreement (see paragraph
1);



the creation, suspension or extinguishment of, or interference with,
interests in or rights over land (including rights of navigation over
water), compulsorily or by agreement (paragraph 2);



the abrogation or modification of agreements relating to land
(paragraph 3); and



the payment of compensation (paragraph 36).
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The guidance: key principles
2.9

The guidance sets out at Annex 2 the suggested content for a statement of reasons
and has been used to direct the content of this Statement.

2.10

The guidance notes, at paragraph 7, that “promoters must…be prepared to justify
their proposals for the compulsory acquisition of any land (or rights over land) to the
satisfaction of the Secretary of State”. Subsequent paragraphs indicate that a
promoter should be able to:


demonstrate that all reasonable alternatives to compulsory
acquisition have been explored (paragraph 8);



have a clear idea of how they intend to use the land (paragraph 9);



persuade the Secretary of State that the purposes for which an order
authorises the compulsory acquisition of land are legitimate and
sufficiently justify interfering with the human rights of those with an
interest in the land affected (paragraph 10); and



demonstrate that any potential risks or impediments to
implementation of the scheme have been properly managed and
that they have taken account of any other physical and legal matters
pertaining to the Application (paragraph 19).

2.11

Paragraph 14 of the guidance suggests that, in determining where the balance of
public interest lies, the public benefits of the scheme will be weighed against any
private loss to those affected by compulsory acquisition.

11
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3. The Keuper Gas Storage Project
3.1

The Project includes the construction and operation of 19 underground Cavities, and
will be designed to store a working gas volume of approximately 500mcm of natural
gas. The Project’s import and export capability will be up to 34mcm per day. The total
gas stored on site, including ‘cushion’ gas (gas permanently held within the Cavities
until decommissioning), will be up to approximately 800,000 tonnes.

3.2

The Project would significantly improve security of supply of gas to the UK’s national
supply network. It will accept gas from NG’s gas network, the NTS during periods of
low demand and store it in new Gas Storage Cavities in the southern part of the
Holford Brinefield. During periods of high gas demand, the gas will be withdrawn
from storage, conditioned and exported to the NTS. The Project will perform an
important function in managing UK variations in the gas supply / demand balance, to
provide security of gas supply, flexibility and reliability in the delivery of energy, and
competitive prices for consumers.

3.3

Two sets of infrastructure are required to create the Project. The first is an extension
(and, in part, upgrade) of IEL’s existing Brine and water infrastructure to provide the
necessary Solution Mining to create the 19 underground salt Cavities. The second
set of infrastructure, the gas infrastructure, is required to facilitate the storage and
transmission of gas to and from the Project and the NTS. A detailed description of
the required and proposed water and Brine infrastructure is provided in paragraph
4.4 below. For a description of the gas infrastructure see paragraph 4.6 below.

Water and Brine Infrastructure
3.4

The Project will comprise the following Brine and water infrastructure:
3.4.1

Upgrade of IEL’s existing water abstraction and pumping, and Brine
saturation, pumping, distribution and discharge infrastructure;

3.4.2

Upgrade of the existing IEL Brine outfall pipeline, which runs from
the Holford Brinefield to Runcorn, comprising the installation of
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approximately 600m of new pipeline at INOVYN ChlorVinyls
Limited’s (“ICV”) Runcorn Site. The new pipeline will be installed
along the Telford Wall, which runs in-between the Manchester Ship
Canal and the Weston Canal (Weaver Navigation Canal). The
pipeline will be carried across the Weston Canal by a pipebridge
and will then be buried within the Telford Wall until it reaches the
outfall location (opposite the Weaver Sluices), where Brine may be
discharged into the Manchester Ship Canal pursuant to an extant
Environmental Permit (“EP”) (ref: EPR/DP3424GK, see Doc ref. 5.3);
3.4.3

The provision of 300 m of new underground water and Brine
pipelines to connect the Project to IEL’s existing water and Brine
infrastructure across the Holford Brinefield;

3.4.4

A new Solution Mining Compound, containing ancillary equipment,
such as water booster pumps, weak Brine pumps, degassing
equipment, control equipment and nitrogen storage and
distribution equipment;

3.4.5

The creation of 19 wellhead compounds for the Solution Mining of
Cavities, including the provision of water, Brine and nitrogen
pipelines between the wellhead compounds and the proposed
Solution Mining Compound;

3.4.6

A new connection to an existing 33kV overhead cable power line
(owned by SPEN) to supply electricity to the Solution Mining
Compound and wellhead compounds;

3.4.7

Recommissioning of the Whitley Pumping Station, requiring
building work including a new roof, the reinstatement of the 11kV
electrical supply from SPEN, installation of new pumps, a new
transformer and a new small surge vessel;
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3.4.8

Installation of an additional pumping tank and a separate surge
vessel within the Brine Purification Plant at the Lostock Works Site;

3.4.9

Water and Brine connections between the existing Holford Gas
Storage Project (“HGSP”) and the Project’s proposed Solution
Mining Compound;

3.4.10

Water and Brine pipeline connections between the proposed
Solution Mining Compound and the existing Solution Mining
Compound at the Stublach Gas Storage Project (“SGSP”);

3.4.11

A new data communications link from the Gas Processing Plant, the
Solution Mining Compound and the Holford Brinefield to tie in to
the existing fibre-optic cable that runs between the HGSP (off
Drakelow Lane) to the IEL Hulse Lane pumphouse and on to the
Holford Offices and the Lostock Brine Purification Plant.

3.5

The Solution Mining of the Project will be undertaken by IEL pursuant to an
agreement between the two corporate bodies. IEL has extensive experience of
Solution Mining and has previously, and successfully solution mined two UGS
facilities within the Holford Brinefield. The agreement between the Applicant and
IEL will ensure the sustainable and continued supply of Brine to IEL customers.

Gas infrastructure
3.6

The second set of infrastructure requirements relate to the storage and transfer of
gas to and from the NTS to the proposed Gas Processing Plant and thereafter through
local gas pipelines to one of two proposed Gas Marshalling Compounds and
thereafter to the proposed Cavities. The gas storage infrastructure comprises:
3.6.1

19 UGS Cavities with surface gas wellheads;

3.6.2

Gas Processing Plant, comprising equipment to enable gas to be
transferred between the NTS and the Cavities, including above
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ground high pressure pipelines, glycol storage and contactors to
dry the gas, glycol regeneration system, compressors, aftercoolers,
gas filters, gas heaters, nitrogen storage, utility systems, plant
drainage and power supply, emergency / maintenance vent stack
(height 25m), electrical / instrument and utilities buildings, office
and welfare building, 33kV substation, access roads and car parking
areas;
3.6.3

A permanent office / control building located adjacent to the Gas
Processing Plant to facilitate operational and maintenance
personnel;

3.6.4

Temporary construction laydown areas and offices during the
construction period;

3.6.5

A townswater pipeline supply and a sewer pipeline will be routed
from the existing supply at King Street (A530) to the administration
building and construction area;

3.6.6

A compound to allow connection between the Project and NG’s
NTS, including underground gas pipelines connecting the NTS to
the Project’s Gas Processing Plant;

3.6.7

Two Gas Marshalling Compounds and inter-connecting pipelines
and services to allow the connection of individual gas Cavities to
the gas distribution pipelines from the Gas Processing Plant;

3.6.8

New pipelines to be routed between the Gas Processing Plant and
the Gas Marshalling Compounds;

3.6.9

Gas wellhead compounds for each of the Cavities;

3.6.10

Electrical supply connection from SPEN, consisting of a new pylon
and replacement pylon (both in line with the existing cable route),
connection to the existing 132KV overhead power line running
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across the Application site, including new connection compound
with associated switchgear and transformers, new Sections of
overhead 33KV (pole) power lines to the electrical substation of the
Project’s Gas Processing Plant;
3.6.11

A new 132kV substation to be directly fed from the existing
overhead pylon 132kV power infrastructure;

3.6.12

Overhead cable diversions (33kV and 11kV) at various wellheads
and project infrastructure sites;

3.6.13

A new site road network (including emergency access) to link the
Project to the public highway;

3.6.14

An interconnecting gas pipeline between the Project’s first Gas
Marshalling Compound and the HGSP’s Gas Marshalling
Compound;

3.6.15

An interconnecting gas pipeline between the Project’s first Gas
Marshalling Compound and the SGSP’s Gas Processing Plant gas
main infrastructure.

3.7

For a more detailed description of the Project please refer to the Project Overview
(Doc ref. 8.1).
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4. DCO Application Site
Introduction
4.1

The Order limits comprise:
4.1.1

the Main Development Area of the Project, which includes the Gas
Storage

Cavities,

Gas Processing Plant, Gas

Marshalling

Compounds and Solution Mining Compound;
4.1.2

the Lostock Works Area, which includes the installation of a new
pumping tank and surge vessel;

4.1.3

the Whitley Pumping Station Area, which includes the
refurbishment of an existing, but disused, pumping station; and

4.1.4

the Runcorn Site where a new section of Brine pipeline, including a
20m high pipebridge over the Weston Canal and outfall will be
installed for the discharge of Brine into the Manchester Ship Canal.

4.2

The Main Development Area is within the Holford Brinefield in Cheshire,
approximately 3km due West of the M6 and approximately 3km North of Junction
18. The Main Development Area is bounded to the West by the A530 (King Street)
and to the East by the B5081. The nearest village is Byley (SJ 721 694), 2.5km to the
East.

Ownership and Control
4.3

The Order limits comprise an area of 357.68 ha, as follows:


Main Development – 352.08 ha;



Lostock Works – 0.26 ha,



Whitley Pumping Station – 0.07 ha, and
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4.4

Runcorn Site area 5.27 ha.

The majority of the Order limits, and approximately 68% of the Main Development
Area, is within the ownership and control of IEL/IEGL companies. The necessary parts
required for 10 Cavities at the Main Development Area are leased to KGSL.

4.5

IEL own a freehold interest in approximately 1558.8 ha of land at and around the
Application site. ICV owns approximately 128.9ha at the Runcorn Site (as well as
other land in the Runcorn area), part of which will be used by the Project.

4.6

KGSL has entered into an agreement with IEL and ICV to allow connection to and
extension of the existing Brine outfall pipeline on the Runcorn Site to the Weston
Canal (Weaver Navigation), including any necessary supporting infrastructure.

4.7

IEL has entered into an agreement (an option to enter into a Deed of Grant) in
respect of land owned by The Manchester Ship Canal Company Limited and Peel
Water Services Limited, to allow the installation and maintenance of the Brine outfall
pipeline along part of the Telford Wall, and install and use a new Brine outfall into
the Manchester Ship Canal in accordance with the existing EP for Brine discharge
(EPR/DP3424GK, see Doc ref. 5.3).

4.8

IEL has entered into an agreement (an option agreement for a Licence) in respect of
land owned by CRT as Trustee of the ‘Waterways Infrastructure Trust’ to allow IEL to
enter into a licence to install and maintain the Brine pipeline across the Weston Canal
(Weaver Navigation) and along part of the Telford Wall.

4.9

IEL has entered into a lease agreement with KGSL for the main Project area. The two
companies also have a ‘Service Level Agreement’ for the provision of water (utilising
the IEL water abstraction licences), the offtake and treatment of Brine (for supply to
IEL customers or discharge at Runcorn) and other service operations, which ensures
that KGSL has the necessary rights to construct, maintain and operate the Project on
the necessary land owned by IEL.
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4.10

A number of agricultural tenancies exist over parts of the IEL owned Main
Development Area. There are also a number of short term farm business tenancies
and annual grazing licence areas. Other parts of the Main Development Area,
including the proposed Gas Processing Plant area, are currently vacant. It is proposed
that, generally, all the current agricultural tenancies in the area will remain in place
during the construction and operation periods, although it will be necessary for the
Project temporarily to occupy various areas during construction and remove from
tenancy small areas for permanent infrastructure.

4.11

In addition, some of the annual grazing licence areas will need to be reduced in size
during construction periods. KGSL does not believe that this will render any of the
agricultural tenancies unviable. The main IEL agricultural tenancies affected by the
Project at the Main Development Area are those of Stublach Dairy Farm and
Drakelow Hall Farm. Each will only lose approximately 2.3% and 1.1% respectively of
the tenancy area to permanent above ground Project infrastructure (approximately
1 ha each). A land-only agricultural tenancy from INOVYN Enterprises to a
neighbouring landowner will be subject to a permanent loss of approximately 1.6 ha
equivalent to approximately 12% of the 13 ha. Although more significant on its own,
as part of a wider arrangement, including other grazing land and the offer already
made of replacement land, the impact is reduced.
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5. Land and Rights to be Compulsorily Acquired
5.1

This section should be read in conjunction with the Land Plans (Doc ref. 2.2.1 to 2.2.8)
and Book of Reference (Doc ref. 4.3). Reference to any “plot number” is a reference
to a plot identified in the Book of Reference.

The Order Land
Description of the Order Land
5.2

The Order Land is the area of land, described in the Book of Reference (Doc ref. 4.3),
in respect of which powers of compulsory acquisition are sought. The Order Land is
shown on the accompanying Land Plans (numbered 13-03-01/HOL/24/611 - 617)
(Doc ref. 2.2.2 to 2.2.8). Key plan numbered 13-03-01/HOL/24/610 (Doc ref. 2.2.1)
shows the interrelationship of the Land Plans. The interests in or rights over the
various plots of land are shown on the Land Plans as follows (please note that some
plots have overlapping requirements for rights and interests and, as such, are shown
hatched in more than one colour, as appropriate):
5.2.1

The plots of land in which the freehold is proposed to be
permanently acquired are coloured solid pink;

5.2.2

The plots of land in which only the subsurface freehold is proposed
to be permanently acquired are hatched pink;

5.2.3

The plots of land temporarily required during construction and
over which permanent rights and easement for pipelines, services
and roads would subsist are hatched yellow and, in the case of
Brownhayes Access Road only, coloured brown;

5.2.4

The plots of land over which new permanent rights, broadly in
respect of surveys, the installation and monitoring of equipment,
landscaping and decommissioning works, would subsist are
coloured blue;
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5.2.5

The areas of land owned by IEL within the Order limits are shaded
green;

5.2.6

Some areas of land owned by IEL outside of the Order limits are
shaded in a lighter green;

5.2.7

The areas of land owned by third parties within the Order limits
where KGSL and/or IEL have secured by agreement all necessary
rights for the development of the Project within that area are
shown in a green cross shade; and

5.2.8

Land outside the Order limits where potential Category 3 persons,
as set out in s. 57 of the Act, have been identified, is edged and
coloured mauve.

Features and Existing Use of the Order Land
5.3

The Order Land and surrounding area is generally open countryside.

The

predominant character of the terrain is that of small field systems separated by
mature hedgerows. The existing surrounding land uses are mixed and include
farming, salt Cavity gas storage, precast concrete products manufacture and mineral
extraction. The local area is scattered with buildings and pipelines associated with
these mixed uses.
5.4

The Order Land is generally used for farming and agricultural purposes. KGSL
anticipates that the local and surrounding area will remain in agricultural use and
that all temporary construction areas will be returned to agricultural use following
restoration.
Purpose of the Order Land

5.5

The plots proposed to be permanently acquired are necessary to accommodate 9
Cavities below ground level (hatched pink on the Land Plans), together with
corresponding above ground Cavity wellhead compounds (solid pink on the Land
Plans).
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5.6

The parts of the Order Land over which temporary and permanent rights (hatched
yellow and, in the case of Brownhayes Access Road only, shaded brown on the Land
Plans) are proposed to be acquired are:
5.6.1

land necessary to allow construction, maintenance and use
thereafter of access routes to the Cavity wellheads and, in the case
of Brownhayes Access Road, use thereafter for general Project
vehicle access, together with the rights to install and maintain
connecting water, Brine, nitrogen and gas pipework and services;
and

5.6.2

land necessary to accommodate a wider temporary construction
corridor enveloping the above said Cavities / wellheads and the
Project’s proposed internal access road system, to allow
installation and maintenance of roads, drilling compounds and
connecting water, Brine, nitrogen and gas pipework and services.

5.7

The plots over which temporary and permanent rights are proposed to be acquired
(shown blue on the Land Plans, Doc ref. 2.2.1 to 2.2.8) are necessary to allow rights
to install and monitor precise level points (see Project Overview, Doc ref. 8.1), allow
rights to undertake landscaping and ecological enhancement measures as required
by the Project, and to pass and re-pass for the purposes of undertaking
environmental and other surveys required by the Project.

5.8

The purpose of the proposed temporary and permanent compulsory acquisition of
land and rights is to enable the Applicant to construct, operate, maintain and
decommission the Project on and under the Order Land.
Works to be carried out on the Order Land

5.9

The works listed below will be undertaken on the Order Land (shown on Work Plans
13-03-01/HOL/24/505, 506, 511 and 512, (Doc refs. 2.3.6, 2.3.7, 2.3.10 and 2.3.11)):


Solution Mining of Cavities and provision of wellhead equipment
(Work Nos. 1K,1M, 1P-1U, 2K,2M, 2P-2U & 8)
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Access roads to the wellhead compounds (Work No. 6)



Brine, water and nitrogen pipework and cables (power and
communication) and associated construction corridors to the 9
wellheads (Work Nos. 5A-5D)



Gas pipework distribution to the wellheads (Work Nos. 22)



Provision of precise level point markers (Work No. 35)



Diversion of overhead power cables (Work No. 34)

Special Considerations Affecting the Order Land
5.10

There are no special considerations, including heritage assets, common land, village
greens, conservation areas, special category land or Crown Land, affected by the
Order Land.

Statutory Undertakers
5.11

No land, nor any rights in land, belonging to statutory undertakers is proposed to be
compulsorily acquired for the Project.

5.12

The Statutory Undertaker’s Apparatus Plan (Doc ref. 2.8.33) shows the locations of
apparatus belonging to statutory undertakers within the Order limits. Article 28 of
the Order (Doc ref. 3.1) makes provision for the repositioning, renewal, alteration
and supplementation of such apparatus. The following Works Numbers relate to the
repositioning of apparatus belonging to statutory undertakers:
5.12.1

Work No.30 - Diversion of the 11kV overhead cable located to the
north of Work No. 2E with a length of up to 250m, including
installation of two new poles;

5.12.2

Work No.31 – Diversion of the 33kV overhead cable located to the
west of Work No.2F with a length of up to 500m, including
installation of three new poles;
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5.12.3

Work No.32 – Diversion of the 11kV overhead cable located to the
east of Work No. 2H with a length of up to 180m, including
installation of two new poles;

5.12.4

Work No.33 – Diversion of the 33kV overhead cable located to the
east of Work No.2J with a length of up to 515m, including
installation of five new poles;

5.12.5

Work No.34 – Diversion of the 33kV overhead cable located to the
west of Work No.2P with a length of up to 250m, including
installation of four new poles.

5.13

Part 3 of the Book of Reference (Doc ref. 4.3) contains the names of all those,
including statutory undertakers, entitled to enjoy easements or other private rights
over land, which it is proposed shall be extinguished, suspended or interfered with
as a result of the Order. Rights enjoyed by statutory undertakers are proposed to be
extinguished in respect of the following plot numbers:

5.14



3.01 – 3.02;



3.03 – 3.07 (in relation to sub-surface only);



4.01; and



4.02 – 4.03 (in relation to sub-surface only).

The extinguishment of the above rights is necessary for the purpose of carrying out
the Project, as the continuing existence of those rights is inconsistent with the
Project’s construction and ongoing operation.

5.15

KGSL has adopted a conservative approach to the compilation of Part 3 of the Book
of Reference. All persons with rights over land required for the Project (i.e. within
the Order limits) are included in Part 3, whether or not the Applicant believes that
the continuance of those rights is actually inconsistent with the operation of the
Project and would therefore be liable to be suspended, unenforceable, extinguished
or interfered with, as the case may be. The Applicant’s aim in carrying out its diligent
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enquiries has been to identify all those parties with rights in the relevant land for
inclusion in Part 3. In practice, KGSL does not believe that any right enjoyed by a
statutory undertaker not referred to above is inconsistent with the construction and
operation of the Project.

Land Subject to Permanent Acquisition
5.16

This section relates to areas of Order Land shown in pink on Land Plans 13-0301/HOL/24/615 - 617 (Doc ref. 2.2.6 to 2.2.8) and as more particularly described in
the Book of Reference (Doc ref. 4.3).

5.17

In each instance, the land and rights that KGSL seek the power to acquire
compulsorily are necessary for the full implementation of the Project and do not go
beyond that which is reasonably necessary to deliver it. Land to be permanently
acquired comprises only a small proportion of the area of land within the ownership
of those affected (see the section entitled “Proportionality”, below).

5.18

On the surface, KGSL proposes permanently to acquire the minimum land necessary
(solid pink on the Land Plans) to make the provision of fenced wellhead compound
areas, to facilitate Solution Mining and subsequent gas storage operations. Even
after decommissioning of the Project, the wellheads and compounds will be required
for the long term monitoring of Cavity integrity and stability.

5.19

Below ground, KGSL proposes permanently to acquire the minimum area of mines
and minerals winning and working rights (shown hatched pink and the sub-surface
of the solid pink areas) that is reasonably required, together with a right thereafter
to use the Cavity for gas storage operations (see Book of Reference (Doc ref. 4.3),
Table 1).

Rights Subject to Permanent Acquisition
5.20

This section relates to the Order Land shown coloured or shaded blue, hatched
yellow and shaded brown on Land Plans 13-03-01/HOL/24/615 – 617 (Doc ref. 2.2.6
to 2.2.8), and as more particularly described in the Book of Reference (Doc ref. 4.3).
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5.21

In each instance the permanent rights that KGSL seeks compulsorily to acquire are
necessary for the full implementation of the Project and do not go beyond that which
is reasonably required to deliver it.

5.22

Where the Land Plans are hatched yellow with underlying blue (and underlying
hatched pink in some areas), KGSL proposes to acquire permanent rights:
5.22.1

to allow the construction and use thereafter of the Project’s
internal access roads;

5.22.2

construction and use thereafter of the Project’s temporary drilling
compounds; and

5.22.3

to install and maintain below ground water, Brine, nitrogen and gas
pipelines, and other services.

5.23

The temporary working width of construction corridors for the installation of the
buried pipelines and services, together with the roads and drilling compounds will
be wider (up to the full width of the yellow hatch areas) than the eventual permanent
easement required to accommodate the roads, pipelines and services. It is not
intended to seek compulsory acquisition of the freehold for the Project roads or
pipeline service corridors as a permanent easement is considered to be sufficient.

5.24

Where the Land Plans are shaded brown, KGSL proposes to acquire permanent rights
to allow the construction / improvement and use thereafter as a Project internal
access road, together with the rights to install and maintain below ground water,
Brine, nitrogen and gas pipelines, and other services. The temporary working width
of construction corridors for the installation of the buried pipelines and services will
be wider than the eventual permanent easement required to accommodate the
pipelines and services. It is not intended to seek compulsory acquisition of the
freehold for the Project roads or pipeline service corridors as a permanent easement
is considered to be sufficient.
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5.25

Where the Land Plans are coloured or shaded solid blue (including all areas
underlying the hatched yellow and above the hatched pink), KGSL proposes to
acquire permanent rights:
5.25.1

to install and survey precise level points, which are described in
more detail in the Project Overview (see Doc ref. 8.1);

5.25.2

to undertake landscaping and ecological enhancement measures
as required by the Project; and

5.25.3

to acquire permanent rights to undertake various additional
ecological surveys.

5.26

Precise level points are metal posts up to 3.5m in length driven into the ground to be
nearly flush with the surface (see Drawing 13-03-01/HOL/24/344, Doc ref. 2.8.31). A
shorter sleeve tube is added to the section to protect the post from surface land
movement, e.g. the shrinkage of clay. The precise level points are used to monitor
any changing underlying ground movements. A marker post is installed above ground
to aid location and allow t plough / farm machinery to avoid the precise level points.
The precise level points will be installed using a light commercial vehicle. Where
there are any effects on the land (including crop loss) as a result of the installation of
the precise level points, KGSL will pay compensation to the affected landowner.
These precise level points will be surveyed at least once every 3 - 5 years for the
duration of the operational life of the project. The surveys are performed on foot.

5.27

KGSL has proposed within the Order to undertake landscape planting and gapping
up of hedgerows around the Order Land. KGSL will therefore require rights to cross
the land shaded solid blue for the purposes of landscaping. This work will be
undertaken during the construction of the Cavities. The gapping up will be done on
foot and will take place between November and March. A light vehicle may need to
gain access to the land to bring in materials. The Order proposes management and
maintenance of the proposed landscaped areas for a period of 5 years, thereafter
the newly planted areas would become part of the normal farm landscape.
Maintenance of landscaping directly adjacent to the wellhead areas will remain the
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responsibility of KGSL for the duration of the operation of the Project. In addition,
KGSL has proposed in the draft Great Crested Newt (“GCN”) licence application to
undertake various pond improvements and amphibian protection measures, such as
hibernacula some of which may be required on the Order Land.
5.28

KGSL also requires rights to enter and cross the land shaded solid blue for the
purposes of undertaking pre-construction surveys and investigation, including:5.28.1

Surveys of:



GCN (typically visit each pond six times on foot between Mar – May);



Badgers (on foot, when required);



Birds (on foot, when required);



Bats (on foot, when required);



Hedgerows (on foot, when required);

5.28.2

Archaeological inspections and investigations (with excavation
machinery, when required); and

5.28.3

Drainage surveying, improvements and installation – (with
construction machinery, when required).

5.29

KGSL anticipates that there will be a maximum 20 survey visits per year, per farm,
for the first five years of work on that farm holding, reducing thereafter to 5 survey
days per year. KGSL anticipates that pre-construction land drainage for pipeline
construction corridors will be accommodated within the yellow hatched areas
described above. However, in certain circumstances it may be necessary for a header
land drain to be installed within the blue shaded area.
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Brownhayes Access Road
5.30

A small area of land identified as Plot 5.01 in the Book of Reference (Doc ref. 4.3) and
shaded brown on Land Plan 13-03-03/HOL/24/617 (Doc ref. 2.2.8) is currently used
as a private access road.

5.31

KGSL proposes to use the Brownhayes Access Road to access the Cavities with Work
Numbers 1A, 1B and 1K and the associated wellheads with Work Numbers 2A, 2B
and 2K (see Works Plans 13-03-01/HOL/24/506 and 512, Doc refs. 2.3.7 and 2.3.11),
and generally to facilitate vehicular movements around the Project’s Main
Development Area. KGSL will also require rights to lay water, Brine, nitrogen and gas
pipelines, and services underneath the Brownhayes Access Road both along and
across the road.

5.32

No rights over the Brownhayes Access Road are proposed to be extinguished.

Land and Rights Subject to Temporary Use
5.33

This section relates to the Order Land as shown coloured hatched yellow on Land
Plans 13-03-01/HOL/24/615 – 617 (Doc ref. 2.2.6 to 2.2.8) and as more particularly
described in the Book of Reference (Doc ref. 4.3).

5.34

In order to minimise the area and extent of land and rights to be permanently
acquired, KGSL seeks powers temporarily to occupy and use those pieces and parcels
of land shown coloured hatched yellow on the Land Plans during the construction
phase of the Project. This temporary use of land is necessary to enable construction
to the wellhead compounds, permanent access roads and the installation of
pipelines and other services.

5.35

The utilisation of temporary rights will ensure that land that is not required for the
Project will revert to the relevant landowner following completion of construction.
This approach will minimise the amount of land acquired compulsorily and is
consistent with the proportionate use of compulsory acquisition.
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Rights Subject to Extinguishment
5.36

Article 29 of the Order provides for the extinguishment of private rights over land
within the Order limits that is subject to compulsory acquisition. It is proposed to
extinguish private rights in respect of the following plots:

5.37



1.01 – 1.03;



1.04 – 1.13 (sub-soil only);



2.01 – 2.03;



2.04 – 2.10 (sub-soil only);



4.01;



4.02 – 4.03 (sub-soil only); and



5.01.

The Applicant has taken care to ensure that the extinguishment of rights is limited
only to those that are inconsistent with the construction and operation of the
Project. No rights are proposed to be extinguished other than those relating to the
plots listed above.

5.38

KGSL has adopted a conservative approach to the compilation of Part 3 of the Book
of Reference (Doc ref. 4.3). All persons with rights over land required for the Project
(within the Order limits) are included in Part 3, whether or not the Applicant believes
that the continuance of those rights is actually inconsistent with the operation of the
Project and would therefore be liable to be suspended, unenforceable, extinguished
or interfered with, as the case may be. The Applicant’s aim in carrying out its diligent
enquiries has been to identify all those parties with rights in the relevant land for
inclusion in Part 3. In practice, KGSL does not believe that any private rights other
than those relating to the plots listed in paragraph 6.35, above, are inconsistent with
the construction and operation of the Project.
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Proportionality
5.39

In order to demonstrate that the Applicant’s proposals for permanent and temporary
land and rights acquisition is proportionate, Table 5.1 below lists the total farm area
for each holding, alongside the temporary construction area required and the
permanent acquisition.

5.40

As noted above, the approach taken with regards to the permanent acquisition and
temporary possession of land during construction will ensure that the Order Land is
proportionate, and relates to land and rights necessary for the carrying out of the
Project.

5.41

KGSL is required by regulators to undertake a number of surveys in advance of
construction. KGSL has sought to minimise as much as possible the amount of
interference to landowners as a result of surveys and, as such, believes that the
approach taken is proportionate.

5.42

KGSL believes the acquisition of the right to use the Brownhayes Access Road is
proportionate, because IEL (and its agents) has some extant rights of access to this
road for Solution Mining purposes (see the Land Registry Official Copies at Appendix
1 for further details) and because the rights to be acquired cover only the part of the
road necessary for the Project. If a new road were to be constructed to access the
Cavities, level points and other Project infrastructure, rights would still be required
over the existing road to allow the temporary construction activities and to install
the permanent below ground pipelines that cross this area, as shown on Drawing No
13-03-01/HOL/24/506 (Doc ref. 2.3.7). The new road would also use the same access
off Yatehouse Lane.
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Table 5.1: area coverage of agricultural land required for Project
Farm Holding

Plot Nos. on Land

Approximate area of

Total area of farm

Permanent

Plans

main farm (excluding other

within Order Limits

land holdings and licences
held by owner)

Temporary possession

Permanent

area acquired, Rights

during

subsurface

and subject to Rights

“A”

Rights "D" (See Book of

acquired, Rights "B"

"C"

Reference Table 1)

Reference Table 1)

(See Book of Reference

required

for

(See

surface

Book

of

construction,

Table 1)

survey etc (See Book of
Reference Table 1)

Cross Lanes Farm

Higher Green Farm

Yatehouse

Green

1.01 to 1.19

34.46 ha

2.01 to 2.16

51.33 ha

3.01 to 3.11

52.05 ha

Farm
Yew Tree Farm

Separate Mineral Rights
below land at Cross Lanes
Farm and Higher Green
Farm

4.01 to 4.06

20.57 ha

33.21 ha

0.75 ha

5.75 ha

4.65 ha

(96%)

(2.2%)

(17%)

(13.5%)

45.54 ha

0.75 ha

5.08 ha

5.24 ha

(89%)

(1.5%)

(10%)

(10%)

19.56 ha

0.5 ha

4.09 ha

3.53 ha

(38%)

(1%)

(8%)

(7%)

15.7 ha

0.25 ha

0.83 ha

1.58 ha

(76%)

(1.2%)

(4%)

(8%)

1.03,

1.07,

1.11,

Mineral

holding

3.3 ha

1.12,

1.13,

2.01,

approximately 22.17 ha

(15%)

2.04, 2.07 and 2.08

35

area
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6. Justification for the Use of Powers of Compulsory Acquisition
Introduction
6.1

As already outlined, powers of compulsory acquisition are sought in the Order to
acquire land and rights necessary to enable KGSL to construct and operate a new
UGS facility, together with Associated Development.
Why Gas Storage?

6.2

There is an acknowledged need for the development of greater natural gas storage
capacity in the UK to meet seasonal and daily changes in gas demand. EN-1, for
example, notes the requirement for increased gas storage capacity in paragraph
3.8.9. Policy support for the Project is discussed later in this Statement.

6.3

The creation of UGS facilities in salt Cavities requires suitable geology. These
geological requirements impose a natural limit on the number of sites that can be
used. Minerals can only be extracted, and gas stored in the remaining Cavities, from
where they are found. There are only a few locations in the UK where salt is present
at the correct depth, thickness and purity to allow the economic storage of natural
gas to meet the pressing national need for UGS.

6.4

The Holford Brinefield in Cheshire, the largest operational Brinefield in the UK, is one
such site. Holford Brinefield also has as an existing demand for economic utilisation
of the extracted mineral. IEL has proven experience of Solution Mining gas storage
facilities located on the Holford Brinefield, and has an on-going need to solution mine
salt Cavities to provide Brine to the chemical industry of Cheshire.
Why the Order Land?

6.5

The acquisition of the Order Land will enable KGSL to increase the number of Gas
Storage Cavities from 10 to 19, thus significantly increasing the capacity of the
Project. At 19 Cavities, the scale of the proposed facility has been scoped to provide
a commercially viable development in terms of the use of salt reserves, whilst also
seeking to maximise the UK’s acknowledged need for more UGS capacity.
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6.6

The particular location of the proposed Cavities has been chosen to ensure that the
salt is mined efficiently and in such a way as to take account of neighbouring land
uses and the management of risk. This is discussed in more detail below. Where
practicable, the proposed Cavity locations have been selected to minimise the areas
of land to be acquired.

Justification for Acquisition of Land and Rights for Cavities
Market need for significant increase in Gas Storage Capacity
6.7

The need for additional gas storage capacity was acknowledged in the House of
Commons Energy and Climate Change Committee Report UK Energy Supply: Security
or Independence?1, published in October 2011 (“the ECCC Report”). The ECCC Report
recommended that:
The UK needs more gas storage capacity capable of delivering gas
at a high rate. The Department of Energy and Climate Change
should be concerned about the lack of gas storage used to manage
seasonal demand fluctuations. It should aim to double the UK’s
current gas storage from current levels by 2020 in order to avoid
exposure to gas supply interruptions and price spikes, and in the
longer term, to ensure a resilient gas supply to flexible gas plants
acting as “backup” to intermittent electricity generated from wind.2

6.8

It is worth noting at this point that the Project will add 34 mcm / day to the UK’s gas
storage deliverability and approximately 500 mcm of gas storage volume. This
equates to an increase of 18.5% in the UK’s existing and under construction gas
storage deliverability and an increase of 10% in gas storage volume. This is discussed
in more detail below.

1

UK Energy Supply: Security or Independence? Eighth Report of Session 2010-2012, Volume I, House of
Commons Energy and Climate Change Committee, 25th October 2011
2
Ibid p46, point 13
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6.9

In all scenarios considered in the NG publication “UK Future Energy Scenarios” gas
demand stays in excess of 500 TWh/year until 2035 and in both the “No Progression”
and “Consumer Power” scenarios gas demand stays close to current levels until 2050
(see Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1: Predicted Gas Demand to 2050 (No Progression)

(Source: National Grid Publication "UK Future Energy Scenarios"3)

6.10

Furthermore, NG comment that with the electrification of heat that occurs
particularly in the “Consumer Power” and “Slow Progression” scenarios, gas is still
required for top-up in times of cold weather to keep costs down, otherwise
significant power generation capacity will need to be built to manage extra peak
electricity demand. As a result, in these scenarios, peak day gas demand remains
similar to today for the next 20 years (see Figure 6.2).

3

UK Future Energy Scenarios, National Grid, July 2015
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Figure 6.2: Gas: Peak Demand
(Source: National Grid Publication "UK Future Energy Scenarios"4)

Figure 6.3: Historic annual UK gas supplies and IUK exports

(Source: National Grid Ten Year Statement5)
4
5

UK Future Energy Scenarios, National Grid, July 2015
Gas Ten Year Statement 2014, National Grid, December 2014
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Security of Supply
6.11

So, while annual gas consumption and peak gas demand are likely to remain high,
the fall in the UK’s indigenous supply will result in a greater reliance on gas imports.

6.12

Ofgem’s Gas Security of Supply Report, published in November 20126, considered the
outlook for gas security in the UK. The report confirmed the resilience of the gas
market, but queried whether further government intervention in the market might
cost-effectively improve security of supply.

6.13

Historically, the UK has been more self-sufficient in terms of gas supply. In the early
part of the last decade, almost all of the UK annual gas supply came from the UK
Continental Shelf (“UKCS”) (see Figure 6.3).

6.14

Consequently the UK’s historical reliance on gas storage has been low, with UK
storage capacity as a percentage of national daily demand being only 4%, much
smaller than for other European countries (see Figure 6.4).

6.15

Paragraph 3.8.7 of NPS EN-1 describes how in the past a ‘swing supply’ has been used
to meet variations in seasonal demand for natural gas. This swing supply has
historically been provided by gas fields in the North and Eastern Irish Seas, which
have the ability to respond very quickly to changes in demand. As the amount of gas
left in these fields reduces over time, so does the ability to respond quickly to
changes in demand. This means that in the future, the market will require the
availability of alternative sources of gas to cover the daily and seasonal variations in
gas demand.

6.16

Production from the UKCS will continue to decrease over the longer term. This is
likely to affect the capacity to cover short term peak demands using domestic gas
sources.

6

Gas Security of Supply Report, Ofgem report to Government, Ofgem, November 2012
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of European Gas Storage capacity as a % of national demand

(Source: British Geological Survey Evidence7)

Figure 6.5: Annual Supply Pattern in Slow Progression

(Source: National Grid Publication "UK Future Energy Scenarios"8)

7

Contained in UK Energy Supply: Security or Independence? Eighth Report of Session 2010-2012, Volume II,
House of Commons Energy and Climate Change Committee, 25th October 2011
8
ibid
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6.17

The NG publication "UK Future Energy Scenarios"9 confirms this prediction, and
shows that it is possible that the UK could become dependent on imports for over
90% of its gas by 2035 (see Figure 6.5)

6.18

Given the predicted reduction in domestic gas production, more reliance will need
to be placed on imported gas, with an associated possible exposure to price spikes
during periods of high demand.

6.19

Furthermore, if considering an extended interruption of gas imports of 1-2 months,
then the case for additional gas storage above current levels becomes even stronger.

6.20

The ECCC Report10 recommends the following definition of a secure energy system:
a secure energy system is one that is able to meet the needs of
people and organisations for energy services such as heating,
lighting, powering appliances and transportation, in a reliable and
affordable way both now and in the future.

6.21

The Department of Energy and Climate Change (“DECC”) commissioned Redpoint
Energy to carry out a study11 to assess:


the potential benefits of a further intervention in terms of providing
a more secure supply; and



whether the resulting effects on gas prices might outweigh the
associated costs and risks.

6.22

DECC’s associated document Gas Security Policy Framework12, summarised
Redpoint’s analysis. This noted that additional fast-cycle gas storage facilities will
become economic by the end of the current decade, negating the need for additional

9

National Grid Publication "UK Future Energy Scenarios", July 2015
UK Energy Supply: Security or Independence? Eighth Report of Session 2010-2012, Volume II, House of
Commons Energy and Climate Change Committee, 25th October 2011
11
The Impact of Gas Market Interventions on Energy Security, Redpoint Energy, July 2013
12
Gas Security Policy Framework, Department of Energy and Climate Change, September 2013
10
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market intervention at this stage. As a fast-cycle storage facility that will be ready for
construction later this decade, the Project is thus supported by Government policy.
6.23

The Gas Security Policy Framework also focused on the importance of ensuring that
the UK has secure supplies at competitive prices. The seasonality and daily variation
in gas demand causes a strong fluctuation in gas supply and prices. The Project is
intended to improve security of supply to the national network (the NTS).

6.24

During periods of low demand, gas will be transferred from the NTS and will be
stored in new, specifically designed and created Gas Storage Cavities on the Holford
Brinefield. When demand for gas is high, it will be withdrawn from storage,
conditioned and then exported to the NTS, increasing available supply at times of
peak demand.
Alternatives to Gas Storage

6.25

NPS EN-1 and NPS EN-4 include an Appraisal of Sustainability (“AoS”), which
considers alternative policy approaches to limit further the emissions of greenhouse
gases and the development of gas infrastructure. EN-1 rules out adopting these
alternatives as they perform less well than EN-1 against the criteria for climate
change or security of energy supply.

6.26

Both scenarios presented in UKFES13 demonstrate that gas will make up a significant
proportion of the energy mix for a number of decades. The only practical alternative
to gas storage, therefore, is the development of gas reserves that, in common with
historical production from the UKCS, can respond quickly to changes in the supply /
demand balance.

6.27

It is possible that alternative sources of gas will become available over time. Possible
options include increases in shale gas production (which is expected to be produced
at a constant rate of production through the year14), biogas production and coal bed
methane. Paragraph 3.8.18 of NPS EN-1, however, describes how, although such
alternative sources will become more important across the EU, there is an associated

13
14

UK Future Energy Scenarios, National Grid, July 2013
Gas Ten Year Statement 2014, National Grid, December 2014
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need to provide other essential infrastructure, including gas storage facilities such as
the Project. As already noted, the Project has the potential to increase gas storage
deliverability in the UK by 18.5%.
Economic Viability
6.28

Section A2.4 of the NG Gas Ten Year Statement 201415 gives detailed figures about
existing and future gas storage projects in the UK. In addition to existing storage
facilities, there are currently only two further projects under construction, both of
which are on existing working Brinefields. Although there are also a number of
additional proposed projects, NG notes that the future of these projects is unclear,
particularly because a number of other projects have recently been cancelled or put
on hold due to economic reasons influenced by the nature of those projects.

6.29

Table 6.1 is based on figures given in section A2.5 of the Gas Ten Year Statement
201416. It shows the total storage capacity and deliverability of operational storage
facilities and projects that are under construction.

6.30

It is notable that the only 2 projects now under construction (Hill Top Farm and
Stublach) are located on Brinefields where Brine is produced from Solution Mining
and sent to customers.

6.31

For an NSIP to be developed, it must, ultimately, be economically viable. The Holford
Brinefield is in many ways the ideal location for a gas storage project: there is a
customer demand for the Brine that will be produced, the salt is at the perfect depth,
much of the supporting infrastructure is already in place and there is a proven track
record of developing gas storage. All these factors strongly support the Project’s
viability.

15
16

ibid
ibid
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Table 6.1: UK Gas Storage (Existing and Under Construction)
Storage
Volume
(bcm)

Approx.
maximum
delivery
(mcm/day)

3.3

41

0.3

40

0.07

2

0.05

11

0.2

22

0.3

18

0.3

7

0.08

13

Total Existing

4.6

154

Project

Operator

Location

Status

Rough

Centrica Storage

Southern North
Sea

Existing

Aldbrough

SSE / Statoil

East Yorkshire

Existing

Hatfield Moor

Scottish Power

South Yorkshire

Existing

Holehouse
Farm

EDF Trading

Cheshire

Existing

Holford

E.ON

Cheshire

Existing

Hornsea

SSE

East Yorkshire

Existing

Humbly Grove

Humbly Grove
Energy

Hampshire

Existing

Avonmouth

National Grid
LNGS

Avon and
Somerset

Existing

Hill Top Farm

EDF Energy

Cheshire

Under
Construction

0.1

15

Stublach

Storengy UK

Cheshire

Under
Construction

0.2

15

Total Under Construction

0.3

30

Total Existing and Under Construction

4.9

184

Project Capacity
6.32

The scale of the Project has been carefully designed. This will enable it to make a
significant contribution to the UK gas storage deliverability and inventory, while at
the same time ensuring that the plant’s power demand can be accommodated within
the capacity of infrastructure available in the area and that the overall development
time is not so long as to negatively impact on the viability of the Project.
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6.33

The Project will add 34 mcm / day to the UK’s gas storage deliverability, which
equates to an increase of 18.5% to the UK’s existing and under construction gas
storage capacity as detailed in Table 6.1, above.

6.34

Nineteen Cavities will deliver approximately 500 mcm, increasing the UK’s inventory
of gas storage by more than 10%.

6.35

The proposed 19 Cavities can be delivered in a Solution Mining programme of
approximately 6 years, ensuring that a significant quantity of Brine is provided to the
customers of the Holford Brinefield, without extending the development time of the
Project to a level that would negatively impact on its viability. If all of the required
interests in and rights over land cannot be acquired by the Applicant by agreement,
however, all 19 Cavities are only certain to be delivered if powers of compulsory
acquisition are authorised.
National Policy Statements

6.36

Section 104(3) of the Act requires that decisions on NSIPs must be taken in
accordance with the relevant NPS, where published, and notes other matters the
Secretary of State must take into account. The provisions of the relevant NPSs are
considered in turn below.
NPS EN-1

6.37

NPS EN-1 paragraph 3.1.3 requires the Secretary of State to assess all applications
for development consent of the type of projects covered by the energy NPSs on the
basis that the government has demonstrated the need for those types of
infrastructure. Paragraph 3.1.4 of NPS EN-1 requires that substantial weight is given
to the contribution that projects would make towards satisfying this need when
considering applications for development consent under the Act.

6.38

In summary, NPS EN-1 covers the following:
6.38.1

the high level objectives, policy and regulatory framework for new
NSIPs that are covered by the suite of energy NPSs and any
Associated Development;
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6.38.2

the need and urgency for new energy infrastructure to be
consented and built with the objective of contributing to a secure,
diverse and affordable energy supply and supporting the
Government’s policies on sustainable development, in particular
by mitigating and adapting to climate change;

6.38.3

the need for specific technologies, including gas supply and storage
infrastructure;

6.38.4

key principles to be followed in the examination and determination
of applications;

6.38.5

the role of the AoS in relation to the energy NPSs;

6.38.6

policy on good design, climate change adaptation and other
matters relevant to more than one technology-specific NPS; and

6.38.7

the assessment and handling of generic impacts that are not
specific to particular technologies.

6.39

NPS EN-1 observes that “it is difficult to overestimate the extent to which our quality
of life is dependent on adequate energy supplies” and “without significant amounts
of large-scale energy infrastructure, the objectives of its energy and climate change
policy cannot be fulfilled”. 17

6.40

In Section 3.8, the urgency of the need for gas infrastructure and storage is
highlighted in response to the significant increase in net imports of natural gas that
will occur between 2010 (30 Billion Cubic Metres (“bcm”) and 2025 (53 bcm). A
prediction of future domestic gas production and imports is given at Figure 6.6.

6.41

The section also makes it very clear that Great Britain needs a diverse mixture of gas
storage and supply infrastructure. There is a strong expectation that market
participants will wish to bring forward proposals for additional gas storage capacity

17

NPS EN-1 para 3.2.1.
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and an acknowledgement that it is not for the government to set targets or limits on
different technologies to be deployed to meet the strategic need.
6.42

In addition, paragraph 4.1.2 (as amended) explains that, given the level and urgency
of need for infrastructure of the types covered by the energy NPSs, the Secretary of
State should start with a presumption in favour of granting consent for such
applications.

6.43

Overall, there is clear policy support for the Project in NPS EN-1.

Figure 6.6: Projected net annual UK Gas Production and Imports, 2010 to 2025

(Source NPS EN-1)

NPS EN-4
6.44

NPS EN-4 confirms support for projects that will increase gas storage and proposes
that gas suppliers will be incentivised to produce more gas in the event of a gas
supply emergency. This clearly points towards the Government’s strategy to increase
gas storage in the UK.

6.45

NPS EN-4 gives more detail about site selection for UGS and considers the associated
environmental impacts. As detailed below and set out further in the Project
Overview (Doc ref. 8.1), the Holford Brinefield demonstrably complies with all of the
site specific requirements for the siting of an UGS facility.
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Compelling case in the public interest
6.46

Section 122(3) of the Act requires that, if an Order is to include provisions authorising
the compulsory acquisition of land, there be a “compelling case in the public interest”
for that land to be acquired compulsorily. The guidance suggests, at paragraph 14,
that, in determining where the balance of public interest lies, the public benefits of
the scheme will be weighed against any private loss to those affected by compulsory
acquisition.

6.47

The Project proposes 19 Cavities in total. Ten of those Cavities will be developed on
land owned by IEL. That land has been leased to KGSL. Powers of compulsory
acquisition are therefore not required in respect of those 10 Cavities. Powers of
compulsory acquisition are likely, however, to be required to develop the remaining
9 Cavities.

6.48

The development of all 19 Cavities would represent an increase in the UK’s gas
storage inventory of 10%. The development of only 10 of the proposed 19 would
result in an increase in the UK’s gas storage capacity of only 5%. The use of powers
of compulsory acquisition would, therefore, enable an additional 5% increase in the
UK’s gas storage capacity, effectively doubling the Project’s contribution to the UK’s
storage inventory.

6.49

The provision of 19 Cavities rather than 10 will go much further towards meeting the
clearly established national need for more gas storage capacity. This provides a
strong foundation for the argument that there is a compelling case in the public
interest to develop as many Cavities as reasonably possible. The case in favour of
developing 19 cavities rather than 10 is set out in further detail in Appendix 2.

6.50

KGSL has given due consideration to the means by which it can minimise private loss
to the four landowners affected by compulsory acquisition of those parts of the
Order Land that will be used to host gas Cavities, while still enabling an economically
viable project. The wellhead locations and orientation, established through
consultation with affected landowners, have been selected to minimise the impact
on agriculture and farm business.
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6.51

As noted in Section 5 and, specifically, paragraph 5.39 “Proportionality”, the
temporary loss of land to the individual farm holdings during construction is typically
between 4% and 17% which will only be experienced for typically four years and not
necessarily across all areas of a given farm at the same time. With the permanent
loss of land for wellhead compounds which will be less than 2.5% and some small
permanent losses for access roads and landscaping measures, the impact on
individual farm businesses should not affect the overall farm business viability and
does not warrant acquisition of the whole.

6.52

The approach taken by KGSL tends to minimise the private loss to individual
landowners. KGSL submits that this private loss is clearly outweighed by the public
benefits of developing 19 Cavities rather than 10.
Location of Cavities on the Order Land

6.53

The storage of natural gas in salt is an established technology with worldwide
applications from the 1960s18. The impervious nature of rock salt strata combined
with the rock’s mechanical characteristics make solution mined salt Cavities ideal for
fast-cycle natural gas storage.

6.54

There are only a few locations in the UK where salt is present at the correct depth,
thickness and purity to allow the economic storage of natural gas19. Furthermore,
only two of these locations (both in Cheshire) have a local demand for the Brine
produced from Solution Mining.

6.55

The Holford Brinefield in Cheshire, where the Project is to be located, is one such
location and is the largest operational Brinefield in the UK. It is where IEL produces
Brine for downstream customers who manufacture salt, soda ash and chlor-alkali
products.

A brief history of salt cavern use, R.L Thoms and R.M Gehle, 8th Salt Symposium, 2000
Salt Deposits and Gas Cavern Storage in the UK with a Case Study of Salt Exploration from Cheshire, T Beutal
and S Black, SMRI Fall 2004 Conference
18
19
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6.56

Brine has been produced by the controlled Solution Mining of the Lower Keuper
Saliferous Beds or Northwich Halite Member for over 80 years, and there are plans
to continue to mine for Brine for many more decades to come.

6.57

Natural gas has been stored safely in Cavities at the Holford Brinefield since the
1980s20, demonstrating the geological suitability of this site. The experience of
existing gas storage at the site ensures that the natural gas can be stored in Cavities
with a proven design and safety record.

6.58

The Cavities on the Order Land fall within the Holford Brinefield and form part of the
land which has the potential for Solution Mining and storage of natural gas.
Proximity to Local Customers

6.59

The presence of a local demand for the Brine produced from Solution Mining of new
Cavities is beneficial in both environmental and economic terms. Reference can be
made to NPS EN-4, which states, in Section 2.11.2, that:
wherever possible, measures should include disposing of the Brine
for commercial use by industry so that mineral resources are used
sustainably. Applicants should only propose disposing of Brine to an
underground reservoir (for example a disused salt mine) or to the
sea as a last resort where there is no practical option for re-use.

6.60

At the Holford Brinefield, Solution Mining of salt is an existing operation, with Brine
being supplied to local customers. This gives the following advantages:
6.60.1

Brine produced from Solution Mining of gas Cavities will be used to
fulfil existing customer requirements and, as such, the amount of
Brine that must be discharged to the sea is minimised. Note that,
should Brine production from gas Cavity mining exceed customer
requirements, excess Brine can be discharged via existing EP’s. The
extent of such excess discharge would, however, be only a

20

Techniques for Cavity Revalidation under Gas Pressure, D Challinor and M Bray, SMRI Fall 1994 Conference
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percentage of the total Brine production, unlike mining in areas
where there are no customers and all Brine must be disposed of by
other means.
6.60.2

The corresponding increase in raw water abstraction (for mining of
gas Cavities) will also be minimised, given that water is already
taken from local watercourses under existing abstraction licences
for production of Brine by Solution Mining.

6.60.3

The Solution Mining of Gas Storage Cavities requires a considerable
amount of energy, in order to pump water down under the ground
at high pressure and displace the heavier Brine that is produced as
the salt dissolves to form the Cavity. As energy is already used at
Holford for Solution Mining of salt, the overall net increase in
energy usage when starting to mine gas Cavities will be minimised.
Any increase in energy would be due only to factors such as
increased distance of new gas Cavities into the Brinefield and
differences in depths of gas Cavities when compared to existing
"Brine-winning" Cavities.

6.61

To summarise, at the Holford Brinefield, in contrast to other sites, there is an ongoing
demand for Brine which must be met whether natural gas storage is created or not.
As such, the incremental development cost and environmental impact of the
proposed project at Holford is lower than for a comparable project at a green field
site without Brine customers.

6.62

The proposed approach has already been employed successfully in previous gas
storage projects at Holford, with one project still Solution Mining gas Cavities at the
time of writing. Current gas Cavity mining rates can be adjusted accordingly in order
to balance the rate of Cavity development, whilst fulfilling customer demand and
minimising the discharge of excess Brine to the sea.
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Depth of Salt Strata
6.63

The geology of the Holford Brinefield has been characterised by combining data from
existing wells, seismic surveys completed for earlier projects and seismic surveys
completed for the Project21. This characterisation proves the area identified for the
Cavities planned for this project to be suitable in accordance with the detailed
requirements of NPS EN-4.

6.64

The rock salt across the Order Land is located at an appropriate intermediate depth
below ground to allow the safe storage of natural gas at pressures comparable to the
operating pressure of the NTS. This is beneficial, both in terms of energy
consumption during gas cycling and operational costs, when compared to storing gas
in Cavities of different depths.

6.65

Deep Cavities must be maintained at a high pressure because of the high geostatic
pressure at the roof of the Cavity. When filling a very deep Cavity, gas must be
compressed to a pressure substantially above the supply pressure in the NTS. This
requires a significant input in energy which is then lost when the gas is depressurised
for return to the NTS. Furthermore, depressurisation leads to a drop in temperature
and so further energy must be used to heat the gas both to avoid hydrate formation
and to satisfy the minimum temperature for injection to the NTS.

Another

disadvantage of using very deep Cavities is the high construction cost associated with
drilling and completing very deep wells.
6.66

In contrast, very shallow Cavities could only store gas at pressures below the NTS.
Gas would therefore be depressurised and heated on the way into the Cavity and
then compressed and cooled on the way out. As the storage pressure is low in
shallow Cavities, they are not able to store as much gas as equally sized deeper
Cavities. This increases the use of salt and the overall construction footprint of the
project relative to those operating at around the NTS pressure. Furthermore, it is
important that gas is stored in salt sufficiently deep to avoid the risk of a wet rock
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Keuper Gas Storage Project, Geophysical Interpretation of Seismic Lines IEL13-01, IEL13-02, IEL13-03 and
IEL13-04.
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head, where natural underground waters could mine the top of the salt strata.
Shallow salt deposits would be at risk of surface dissolution.
6.67

With Cavities of an intermediate depth, as proposed on the Order Land, the normal
operating pressure in the NTS is much closer to the pressure required in the gas
Cavities, and the requirement for additional gas compression and heating on
depressurisation is minimised. The Cavities are, however, sufficiently deep to allow
a substantial volume of gas to be stored in each Cavity, optimising the footprint of
the project. The risk of surface dissolution of the salt strata is also avoided.
Existing Infrastructure

6.68

There is a considerable amount of existing infrastructure related to gas storage
already in place at Holford. This is due to the fact that previous gas storage projects
have been carried out in the area. The proposed location for the Project is close to
the locations of two previous gas storage projects. As such, there will be
opportunities to re-use existing assets, such as water and Brine pipework, and
pumping equipment.

6.69

Current Solution Mining at the Holford Brinefield provides other significant benefits
to the proposed project. New infrastructure can be added to the existing operating
site, minimising both cost to industry and the environmental impact of providing
additional gas storage. The Cavities proposed on the Order Land will make use of
the existing infrastructure, given their close proximity to existing operations.

6.70

Development of gas storage at Holford also improves the cost base for the
manufacture of Brine, which in turn improves the international competitiveness of
businesses employing thousands of workers in the UK.
Gas Plant Location

6.71

The Gas Processing Plant is to be located in close proximity to the NTS and Cavities
within the new storage field (including those on the Order Land), thereby minimising
infrastructure impact and costs.
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Reasons for choice of Cavity locations on Order Land
6.72

As already discussed, the primary reasons for the compulsory acquisition of land is
for the creation and use of an additional 9 Gas Storage Cavities, thus significantly
increasing the capacity of the Project.

6.73

The preceding section provides a justification for the use of powers of compulsory
purchase, including an explanation of the alternatives and reasons why these
alternative options have not been pursued.

6.74

The safe storage of natural gas in underground salt Cavities is possible where there
is a salt deposit at an appropriate depth and thickness to permit the creation by
Solution Mining of suitably engineered Cavities. The Holford Brinefield as a whole
has an extensive and predictable salt deposit and a proven history of safe storage of
natural gas. The Order Land specifically has salt deposit at an ideal depth and
thickness.

6.75

Following geological surveys (see accompanying geological reports, Doc ref. 9.1-9.3),
the Applicant has been able to select the locations for the proposed 19 Gas Storage
Cavities. Each has been chosen after careful consideration of the geological and
topographical constraints of the site as set out in Chapter 8 of the ES.

6.76

The Holford Brinefield, amongst other land uses and operations, hosts two existing
UGS facilities, operated by Storengy and E.On respectively as detailed above.

6.77

In order to determine suitable locations for Cavities across the Brinefield, KGSL has
undertaken studies based on a consideration of both geological and topographical
features.

6.78

All 19 Cavities, including those on the Order Land, are located in salt that has been
shown, through seismic investigation, to be suitable for Solution Mining and the
storage of natural gas (see accompanying geological reports, Doc ref. 9.1-9.3).
Cavities are to be sited where the salt is at a suitable depth and is of the required
thickness, while maintaining a separation from the salt boundary of the King Street
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Fault and the minor BYL1 and KS2 faults. Cavities have also been located to ensure
that all suitable salt is mined to create natural gas Cavities.
6.79

The siting of Project wellheads has been chosen to satisfy Cavity design
requirements, to ensure that the pillars of salt between Cavities are of the required
width and to ensure that the Project wellheads are located at the minimum required
distances between one another and from the neighbouring HGSP and SGSP Cavity
wellheads.

6.80

While it is not a requirement of the HSE’s land use policy, KGSL has sought to
minimise the number of properties that are located within the inner zone, as
identified by the HSE’s Planning Advice for Developments Near Hazardous
Installations methodology.

6.81

Cavity wellheads have been located to avoid unnecessary impact on the ecology and
archaeology of the area. KGSL have sought to avoid, where possible, overhead power
lines or existing buried services.

6.82

The salt is to be solution mined efficiently, so, subject to the above constraints, Cavity
locations have been selected to ensure that all salt determined by the seismic
campaign to be suitable is extracted. The Cavities with Work Numbers 1H, 1J and 1L
(see Works Plans 13-03-01/HOL/24/504 and 13-03-01/HOL/24/505, Doc ref. 2.3.5 to
2.3.6) utilise salt located between HGSP and SGSP, while the remaining Cavities add
incrementally, from north to south, to the existing field of natural gas Cavities.

6.83

Cavity locations have also been selected to minimise the amount of infrastructure
needed for both Solution Mining and gas operation. The wellhead locations and
orientation have been selected to minimise the impact on agriculture and farm
business, where possible.

6.84

The siting of Cavities on the Order Land ensures that KGSL can comply with company
safety requirements and takes into account the HSE ‘Hazardous Substances Consent
Risk Zones’. The Order Land provides ideal ground and geological conditions for the
creation of well-designed Cavities. The proposed location of Cavities seeks to make
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the most efficient use of salt in accordance with local planning policy which is at an
appropriate depth and seeks to fill in gaps between existing Cavities and nearby
properties.
6.85

Due to the various constraints on Cavity location outlined above, there are no
practical modifications that can be made to the scheme that would allow all 19
Cavities to be delivered without the acquisition of the Order Land.

6.86

The Gas Processing Plant site has been selected in order to be in close proximity to
the NTS and the proposed Cavities within the new storage field, including those on
the Order Land, thereby minimising infrastructure impact and costs.

6.87

In this regard, it is worth noting that Cheshire West and Chester (“CWCC”) local policy
indicates support for UGS caverns created by Solution Mining. Policy ENV9 of the
Local Plan states the following;
“Cheshire West and Chester will make provision for the adequate,
steady and sustainable supply of sand, gravel, salt and Brine,
contributing to the sub-national guidelines for aggregate land-won
sand and gravel, whilst ensuring the prudent use of our important
natural finite resources.
This will be achieved by:
…ensuring the sustainable and prudent use of all natural
mineral resources, including salt and Brine, whilst having
regard to the need to contribute to the provision of nationally
significant gas storage capacity.”
Conclusion on Cavity location

6.88

Government policy demonstrates the need for additional gas storage in the UK, with
levels of gas storage in the UK being at a relatively low level in comparison with gas
consuming countries in Europe.
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6.89

There is also a general market need for additional gas storage infrastructure. Just less
than 50% of the UK’s gas demand is now provided from the North Sea, with the UK’s
import infrastructure having increased 5 fold over the past decade. Concerns
regarding security of supply are also heightened by increased domestic demand and
reliance on gas.

6.90

The Project will increase the UK’s existing and planned gas storage deliverability by
18.5% and the inventory of gas stored by 10%, a significant contribution towards
meeting the acknowledged need to increase the country’s gas storage capacity.

6.91

The need for greater UGS capacity, and the Project’s contribution towards meeting
this need, is a compelling reason in the public interest which justifies the use of
compulsory acquisition powers to assemble the land required for this NSIP.

6.92

The Project has been sized, sited and scoped to meet the need for gas storage in the
UK, taking advantage of the inherent benefits of development at the Holford
Brinefield in Cheshire, where the geology is proven and where existing infrastructure
is located. The Order Land provides ideal ground and geological conditions for the
creation of well-designed Cavities. The proposed location of Cavities seeks to make
the most efficient use of salt which is at an appropriate depth and seeks to fill in gaps
between existing Cavities and nearby properties.

Justification for Acquisition of Rights in relation to Brownhayes Access
Road
6.93

KGSL requires rights to run pipework to and from the Gas Storage Cavities and also
to access them. In most cases, KGSL has the rights it needs to be able to do this. Given
the fact that two of the Cavities are to the south of Brownhayes Farm, however, the
access to which is not within KGSL’s control, KGSL inevitably will need to secure
relevant rights to cross land forming part of this property by other means.

6.94

In KGSL’s view, taking all of the relevant factors (including social, economic and
environmental) into consideration, the best option is to seek rights to use and to
cross the existing Brownhayes Access Road.
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Road layout
6.95

Rights have been included in the Order to utilise an existing access road which is
owned by a third party landowner, Plot No. 5.01 in the Book of Reference (Doc ref.
4.3) and shown on drawing 13-03-01/HOL/24/617 (Doc ref. 2.2.8). In terms of the
Project proposals, road works are shown on Drawings 13-03-01/HOL/24/401, 402,
403 and 404 (Doc refs. 2.7.30 to 2.7.33) and proposed road layout Drawing 13-0301/HOL/24/407, (Doc ref 2.7.35) showing work at Yatehouse Lane.

6.96

Given the fixed location of the proposed Cavities and the setting out of the other
proposed main infrastructure elements it is necessary to lay out the site road
network in the most efficient manner, while being cognisant of ecological and
agricultural factors. The use of the existing main site entrance on King Street was
considered important: it had proven to be acceptable for the construction of the
similar sized SGSP; it had the necessary layout and turning features; it avoided
construction traffic travelling through Byley Village and the surrounding rural roads;
and it would be convenient for the proposed location of the Gas Processing Plant. All
of these factors support a compelling case in the public interest. From the given main
site entrance a (generally one-way) loop road linking the main proposed wellhead
areas is most efficient: to avoid HGV construction vehicles meeting head to head,
thus allowing narrower site roads; to avoid HGV’s having to do too much reversing
on site; and to minimise the overall length of site roads, and hence the loss of
agricultural land.

6.97

Some of the proposed Cavities are north of Drakelow Lane and some are east of
Yatehouse Lane, thus crossing of both these public highways is inevitable. The most
convenient crossing point of Yatehouse Lane to ensure the most efficient layout of
infrastructure is at the existing entrance to Brownhayes Farm. From here to the
Solution Mining Compound and back to the site entrance can either be achieved by
the use of part of the existing Brownhayes Farm driveway or construction of a
parallel site road along a similar route (“the new access road”).

6.98

The use of the existing driveway ensures only one entrance at that location on to
that side of Yatehouse Lane and reduces the amount of agricultural land (owned by
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IEL but tenanted to a neighbouring farmer) lost to the Project. A parallel road would
require approximately 0.5 Ha of farmland to be used for the duration of the
operation of the Project, which is approximately 50 years. The proposed option of
the parallel road is shown on Drawings 13-03-01/HOL/24/404 (Doc ref. 2.7.33).
6.99

The first section of existing driveway would only be used in one direction by project
vehicles (east to west) as part of the circular site route, but would be two way for the
occupiers of Brownhayes Farm (currently two dwellings). The drive is already wide
enough for this two way traffic. The Project would resurface the required section of
driveway and maintain the same for the duration of the project. The Project would
also provide additional security measures at the entrance (such as an automatic
barrier) to be agreed with the occupiers.

6.100

In addition, the property Brownhayes Farm, including the driveway, was previously
in the ownership of ICI (the forebear of IEL) in the past, but sold in July 1992. IEL
retained certain rights to use and cross the driveway for its Solution Mining business
when it was sold.

6.101

As an alternative to the acquisition of rights to pass and re-pass over Brownhayes
Access Road, KGSL have retained an option to construct a new access road running
alongside it. Although this road is an option for KGSL, there is a clear rationale, for
economic and environmental reasons, for KGSL to use the current Brownhayes
Access Road. Further justification for this is considered below in the next section.
Compelling Case in the Public Interest

6.102

Use of the existing driveway will not involve the permanent acquisition of any land.
The powers seek a right to use the driveway for one way traffic only. KGSL submits
that this approach is proportionate, given that it represents the least interference to
occupiers of land in the vicinity and will not result in loss of the driveway for the
Owner. In addition, KGSL proposes to maintain the driveway during the lifetime of
the project. In KGSL’s submission, use of the road would not be detrimental to the
human rights of the Owner of the access road or beneficiaries having rights to use it.
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6.103

The proposed approach is justified in economic terms, because it would cost
significantly more to construct a new access road to circumvent the land forming
part of Brownhayes Farm than the cost of resurfacing the existing access.

6.104

The use of the Brownhayes Farm Access Road and development of the optional new
access road have both been assumed in the Environmental Assessment and it is
concluded that either option would be acceptable in environmental terms, although
it is noted that use of the existing road (the preferred option) will not result in the
loss of any agricultural land, compared to development of a new road.

6.105

Finally, as stated above, it is worth noting that even if KGSL were not to use the
existing road for access to Cavities, there would still be a need to acquire rights to
cross the road and to share the entrance to Yatehouse Lane as shown on drawing
13-03-01/HOL/24/404 (Doc ref. 2.7.33). An access road at this point is integral to the
overall layout of the site road network.
Conclusion on Brownhayes Access Road

6.106

There is a compelling case in the public interest for granting KGSL rights to use the
section of road identified in the Land Plans. The layout of the facility, including the
location of internal roads and Cavities, have been carefully designed to minimise
environmental, social and economic impacts.

6.107

There will be no private loss resulting from the use of the road by a maximum of 40
HGV vehicles per day, an average that is considerably less at the peak of construction
and minimal during gas storage normal operations. No rights will be extinguished,
there will be no interference with human rights and the Owner will both have the
benefit of the resurfacing of the road during construction and operation of the
Project, and be compensated for the acquisition of rights to use it.
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7. The European Convention on Human Rights
7.1

The European Convention on Human Rights (“ECHR”), incorporated into UK
legislation by the Human Rights Act 1998, sets out provisions that aim to protect the
rights of individuals.

7.2

The Secretary of State, as a representative of a public body, is under a duty to
consider whether the exercise of its powers as a decision maker engage the rights
protected by the ECHR.

7.3

Relevant to the Secretary of State’s determination of KGSL’s request for powers of
compulsory acquisition are Article 1 of the First Protocol, Articles 6 and Article 8.

Article 1 of the First Protocol – Peaceful Enjoyment of Possessions
7.4

Article 1 of the First Protocol provides:
Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment
of his possessions. No one shall be deprived of his possession except
in the public interest and subject to the conditions provided by law
and by the general principles of international law.
The preceding provisions shall not, however, in any way impair the
right of a state to enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control
the use of property in accordance with the general interest or to
secure the payment of taxes or other contributions or penalties.

7.5

The powers of compulsory acquisition sought have the potential to interfere with the
peaceful enjoyment of an affected person’s possession of their land. Section 122 (1)
and (3) of the Act, however, provide that the Secretary of State may only include the
authorisation of compulsory acquisition powers which will result in an interference
with human rights where there is a compelling case in the public interest. In addition,
any interference with an ECHR right must be proportionate to the legitimate aims
served.
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7.6

The compelling reasons that justify the Secretary of State authorising the powers of
compulsory acquisition sought are set out in this Statement of Reasons and, in
exercising his power to grant the authorisation in accordance with Section 122 of the
Act, the Secretary of State would be acting lawfully. Consequently, it is submitted
that there is no infringement of Article 1 of the First Protocol.

Article 6 – Right to a Fair Hearing
7.7

Article 6 entitles a person affected by KGSL’s request for authorisation of compulsory
acquisition powers to a fair and public hearing in a determination of his civil rights
and obligations.

7.8

The decision of the Secretary of State to grant the requested compulsory acquisition
powers is subject to the judicial supervision of the courts. Where compensation
arising from the exercise of compulsory acquisition powers cannot be agreed via
negotiation the Upper Tribunal can determine the appropriate sum. The
consideration and grant of an Order is subject to judicial oversight by way of an
application for judicial review. For these reasons, KGSL submits that there would be
no infringement of a person’s Article 6 right to a fair hearing should the Secretary
grant the Order.

Article 8 – Right to Respect for Private and Family Life
7.9

Article 8 provides:
(1) Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life,
his home and his correspondence.
(2) There shall be no interference by a public authority with the
exercise of this right except such as is in accordance with the law
and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national
security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for
the prevention of crime, for the protection of health or morals, or
for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others
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7.10

Article 8 would only be engaged only to the extent that the powers of compulsory
acquisition sought relate to the acquisition of homes. The Order does not include
powers to compulsorily acquire residential land or buildings and KGSL submits that
Article 8 would not, therefore, be engaged. Notwithstanding this, Article 8 is a
qualified right and interference is justified where it is necessary in the interests of
public safety or the economic well-being of the country.

Balancing the Public Interest against Private Rights
7.11

In seeking authorisation for compulsory acquisition KGSL have carefully considered
the balance to be struck between the interference of private rights and the wider
public benefits of the Project.

7.12

To the extent that the ECHR articles are engaged and infringed, KGSL submits that
any infringement is lawful, proportionate and justified in the public interest. The full
justification for inclusion of powers of compulsory acquisition is set out in Section 6
above.

7.13

Persons affected by the full implementation of the requested compulsory acquisition
powers have been consulted in the pre-application stage in accordance with Sections
42 and 44 of the Act, and have had the opportunity to make representations on the
proposals. They will also have the opportunity to make representations to the
Secretary of State on the publicised and submitted Order, in accordance with Section
56 of the Act, and to make representations to the Secretary of State during the
examination of the Application. There is judicial oversight of the process by way of
an application for judicial review.

7.14

KGSL submits, therefore, that that any interference with private rights that might be
identified is both lawful and fully justified by the many public benefits of the Project.

Conclusion
7.15

The inclusion of powers of compulsory acquisition within the Order meet the
conditions of Section 122 of the Act:
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The Order Land is either required for the development to which the
development consent relates or is required to facilitate or is
incidental to that development;



There are compelling reasons in the public interest for the Order
Land to be acquired compulsory;



The Order Land is no more than is reasonably required for the
delivery of this NSIP.
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8. Conclusion
8.1

The Order Land is required for Project. Of the 19 proposed Cavities, 10 will be located
on land the Applicant has by legal agreement secured all the legal interests and rights
necessary to carry out the proposed Project. The 9 Cavities on the Order Land are,
however, located on land to which it does not, at present, have the necessary legal
interests and rights.

8.2

There is a compelling case in the public interest for the relevant interests in and rights
over the Order Land to be acquired compulsorily. The Applicant submits that the
following factors strongly support its case:
8.2.1

There is robust policy support for the Project at all levels;

8.2.2

The Project is ideally located from a geological point of view. UGS
in salt caverns is only possible in certain geological conditions, all
of which are present in the Holford Brinefield. Two other UGS
facilities located near to the Project have demonstrated that this
location is ideal for such purposes;

8.2.3

The environmental impact of the Project is minimised by the fact
that there is a ready market for the Brine produced by Solution
Mining and much of the infrastructure required for the Project is
already in place;

8.2.4

The Project has been designed to minimise the impact both on the
local community and on individual landowners. The Applicant
seeks to acquire only the minimum interests and rights reasonably
necessary for the Project.

8.3

While the Applicant will, of course, continue its attempts to acquire the necessary
interests and rights by agreement. It is likely, however, that powers of compulsory
acquisition will be required. For all of the reasons set out in this document, and
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summarised above, the Applicant submits that there is a compelling case in the
public interest for such rights to be granted.
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Appendix 1 –
Brownhayes Access Road Title Documents
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Appendix 2 –
Justification for 19 Cavities
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APP2.1 There are a number of strong, inter-related arguments in favour of the Applicant’s
decision to seek consent for 19 cavities at the chosen locations. These are
summarised below.
APP2.2 There are limited sites in the UK where salt is available at the right depth and in the
right form (e.g. fault free) for gas storage. The National Planning Policy Framework
states that Mineral Planning Authorities should encourage underground gas storage
and associated infrastructure if local geological circumstances indicate its feasibility.
Within those sites there are other local features (e.g. housing and ecological or
archaeological features) that preclude the construction of wells at some locations.
Taking the above into account there is an area in Cheshire between King Street and
the M6 that is suitable for gas storage.
APP2.3 Given the relative scarcity of suitable salt, cavities have been laid out to efficiently
utilise the resource, avoiding leaving stranded islands of salt that would be
uneconomic to access in future. This approach minimises the spread of
infrastructure, both minimising the environmental impact and maximising the
economic viability. The latter is crucial to ensure that the project will be built to
meet the national need for gas storage (EN-1).
APP2.4 National Grid has confirmed that a 34mcm/day gas processing plant can feed the
National Transmission System at this location without the need for extra network
reinforcement. Scottish Power has confirmed that sufficient electrical power is
available for such a plant, and the project’s Environmental Statement and Habitats
Risk Assessment confirm the suitability of this site for a development of this size
and nature. 34mcm/day represents a substantial, 18.5%, increase in the gas that
can be delivered from storage to the UK’s gas network. The development of 19
cavities will provide a 10% increase to the UK’s storage inventory.
APP2.5 If the project were to have fewer cavities it would clearly reduce the benefit of this
project in delivering storage volume to meet the national need. The reduced
number of cavities would also, at times, limit the rate gas could be delivered from
the facility to the National Transmission System; there are rock mechanical
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constraints that limit the amount of gas that can be withdrawn from each cavity
over a particular duration. In contrast, if the project were to have more cavities this
would increase the capital cost, but the extra cavities would sit with a static volume
of gas for the majority of their operating time. They would therefore contribute
relatively little to the income generated by the project.
APP2.6 To deliver an economic benefit to downstream brine production, without impacting
on the viability of the storage project, it is necessary for the project to deliver
enough years’ worth of brine to positively affect brine production economics
without the construction window being so extended that the gas economics are
compromised. 19 cavities can be developed over a 6 year period, a significant
period for brine production and yet acceptable with respect to gas project
economics, as proven by previous developments.
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